
Supplies 

 

Lisa says, Use what you have at home. She will be demonstrating with a pencil to start, then a 

flat, pointed brush, broad edge nib, and monoline pen. If you want to practice along with her, you 

will want to gather as much of this as you already own: 

A pencil and a ballpoint pen 

Plain bond paper 

Brush (Pentel or brush marker) and watercolor/gouache 

One heavy pen (Sharpie, Posca, Zig) and one Fineliner (like Micron, Permawriter, Faber 

Castell or Sharpie extra fine) 

Broad-edge nib or marker  

Ink (for the broad-edge nib) 

 

You can fashion a broad edged tool using a popsicle stick and tape. (Lisa will show you how). If 

they have a broad edge marker like a highlighter, you can use that.  

 

Other tools/supplies that might make an appearance or be referred to: 

white crayon and a few colored pencils  

brush marker 

pointed pen nib, ink, pen holder 

waterbrush 

1/4" flat brush 

pointed brush (any size) 

3.08 or 6.0 parallel pen 

watercolor or gouache 
 



 
Guilds 
Society of Calligraphy & Handwriting (SCH), www.calligraphysociety.org, meets 3rd Thursday 
monthly except Dec and summer. We have resumed in person meetings as well as continued on 
Zoom for those who are unable to attend in person. Our meetings will be held at Titan Robotics, 
18080 NE 68th St, Building B130, Redmond, WA 98052. Please check on our website for updates to 
our schedule. 
 
Write-On Calligraphers (WOC), www.writeoncalligraphers.com, meetings on zoom, 2nd Tuesday of 
Sept/Nov/Jan/Mar/May Check website for most current programs and any time changes 
 
Resources: 
The Art of Language, by Lonely Planet 
The Art of Language Invention, David J. Peterson, Penguin Books, 2015 
The Arrival by Shaun Tan 
The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings Series, JRR Tolkien 
The Complete Tolkien Companion, J.E.A. Tyler, Thomas Dunne Books, St. Martin’s Press, NY 1976 
The Golden Thread: The Story of Writing, Ewan Clayton 
The History of Writing, PBS 2-part series with Brody Newenschwander 
A History of Writing, Albertine Gaur 
The Story of Writing, Donald Jackson 
Cryptorunes: Codes and Secret Writing by Clifford A. Pickover 
The Socerer’s Companion: A Guide to the Magical World of Harry Potter, Allan Zola Kronzck &     
Elizabeth Kronzck, Broadway Books, NY, 2001 
Codex Seraphinianus by Luigi Serafini 
Writing Around the World: Trends & Observations ‐ Zoom, lecture by Kamal Mansour, sponsored by Letterform Archive 

Mansour, sponsored by Letterform Archive 
Daniel Reeve: danielreeve.co.nz/LOTR/ 
Voynich and Rohonci manuscripts, online searches 
If you have questions, email: lisa.tsang@outlook.com; @lisaltsang on IG, and Lisa Tsang on FB and 
Pinterest 
 
Many other artists inspired this presentation: Wing Leong, Robert Palladino, Lloyd Reynolds, Thomas 
Ingmire, Brody Neuenschwander, Yves Leterme, Cecil Touchon, Cy Twombly, Wassily Kandinsky, 
Laurie Doctor, The New Post-Literate: A Gallery of Asemic Writing, Miro, Paul Klee, Marina Soria, 
Carol DuBosch, Annie Cicale, Andrew van der Merwe, Mike Gold  

Runes were used by Germanic peoples of northern Europe, Britain, Scandinavia, and Iceland until 
the 16th or 17th century. The runes served as both a written alphabet and a set of symbols used for 
magic and divination. Runes faded from use when Roman alphabets became the preferred script but 
some forms and meanings of runes were preserved in inscriptions and manuscripts.  

Suppliers 
Jetpens.com 
Paper & Ink Arts, www.paperinkarts.com, 1-800-PEN-7772 
John Neal Bookseller, www.johnnealbooks.com, 1-800-369-9598 
 
 
 



Asemic writing has the appearance of a written language but has no meaning. Asemic writing seeks 
to make the reader hover in a state between looking and reading. It can include pictograms or 
ideograms in which shapes suggest meaning, but it is calligraphic in form. True asemic writing occurs 
when the creator cannot read his/her own writing. The word asemic was first applied in the late 1990s 
by 2 visual poets to name their quasi-calligraphic writing gestures. Since then, asemic writing has 
blossomed into a worldwide literary art movement. 

 
Tips on Creating your Own Asemic Alphabet 

1. Leaving something out (covering half while writing Laurie Doctor) 
2. Adding a stroke 
3. Merging 2 writing systems 
4. Distorting the symmetry 
5. Rotating the symmetry 
6. MBC, merging 
7. Negative space 
8. Experimenting with tools, multiple tools 

  

















 



 



 



 



 



 



Writing Around the World: Trends & Observations with Kamal Mansour 
 

 
 
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/zCHzPLVsvBW2g1jwic1ZgWeDvsVVjHn316IE05P26JXT3CfINZ2BYG6K
s1PtdRif0u3oR3rLLS_kR6zR.ms4PJg9gVrRgF_w5?continueMode=true 
 
As we observe writing systems globally, what common attributes are revealed? What stages have led us 
from early written forms to contemporary writing? Which key inventions have changed the course of 
writing? How many types of writing systems can we identify? 
 
During this lecture, we will not only answer these questions, but also identify characteristics of writing 
you may have never thought about before. 
 
   




